United Nations / Agenda 21 – Smart Grid
Scientific Tyranny
Based Upon the Lies of Man-Made Global Warming / Reducing CO₂ Emissions
The Grid is a Global Scientific Electronic Web being Deployed to Incarcerate Every Man, Woman and Child Using Military Weaponized Radiation and Microwave Technology to Reduce and Enslave the Population.
Smart Meters or Murder Meters

“The Global Grid”

Global Electronic Incarceration and Enslavement through Weaponized Microwave and Radiation Frequencies

Hitler’s dream was to record all activities of everyone under his authority. He could not have imagined the scales and dimensions of the “Smart Grid” that is now being deployed globally. This cruel electronic grid will collect personal information, deliver illness and death, and steal property by piracy and control every breath you take.

The Assault Upon Us Is an “Invisible” Attack Using Frequencies that We Do Not SEE, or Taste, or TOUCH. These are silent weapons for a quiet war. . .

We are in a Life and Death Battle, RIGHT NOW!

It’s Time To Engage! Learn the Truth. It is “our” obligation to stop destructive government from this abuse.
U.N. Agenda 21 Is a Trojan Horse That Will End All Freedoms For All Nations For All People For All Time

SUSTAINABLE AGENDA: The key is total monitoring, total measuring and total rationing of everything; all energy, food, water, housing, transportation, education, land use, medical care, right to travel, and the monitoring of everything you say and do.

These U.N. policies are transforming and reconfiguring global society under the false science that humans have caused Global Warming and that critical climate action must be taken to reduce greenhouse gas and CO₂ emissions, immediately.

The U.N. Agenda 21 / ICLEI calls for CO₂ emission reduction by 2020 to 1990 levels and reduced another 80% by 2050.
Lord Monckton on the Copenhagen Treaty – while the treaty was not signed, the policies of Global Warming / Climate Change are being stealthfully advanced in our local governments by ICLEI memberships through U.N. Agenda 21 and the deceptive deployment of the Smart Grid.

The New World Order Exposed 1969 Document - Falsified Scientific Research – The controllers would falsify research in order to bring about their desired goals of controlling the population through the fear and panic that they create.
Totalitarianism Through Technocracy

Total Oppression Through Technologies

A system that recognizes no limits to its authority and strives to regulate every aspect of public and private life without regard for human life.

It controls media, politics, economy, speech, and engages in wide spread use of terror and mass surveillance. These regimes stay in political power through all encompassing propaganda campaigns.

Moloch of Totalitarianism
Memorial to victims of oppression
Levashovo, St Petersburg, Russia

RefuseSmartMeters.com
WEAPONIZED
MICROWAVE RADIATION

TARGETING YOU
Radiation and Microwave Technologies will damage the entire human population and create global genocide

SmartMetersMurder.com

WATCH
Or READ

Radiation: The Silent War Against You
A 13-Part Series
By Barrie Trower
Technocracy created CO$_2$ Global Warming, and it was not the reason for the development of technocracy. In fact, the false claim of CO$_2$ Global Warming has become the excuse for the ‘global’ implementation of this totalitarian takedown of society.

In order to monitor and measure the distribution and rationing of energy resources the system MUST do the following things:

- Register on a continuous 24-hour-per-day basis the total net conversion of energy.
- By means of the registration of energy converted and consumed, make possible a balanced load.
- Provide a continuous inventory of all production and consumption.
- Provide a specific registration of the type, kind, etc., of all goods and services, where produced and where used.
- Provide specific registration of the consumption of each individual, plus a record and description of the individual.

Technocracy is a totalitarian system of government where scientists, engineers and technicians monitor and control “all” facets of personal and civic life – economic, social and political, in which one political party, or group maintains complete control.
IRON MOUNTAIN
IN 1961

THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION ORDERED A TOP SECRET STUDY, TO
Dr. Day, as an insider to the “Order” (*The New World System*), presented a lecture on March 20, 1969 to WARN attendees to the “real” purpose behind a plot to reorganize and redirect ALL of society, globally, FOREVER. . .

The Following Represents Only a Few of the Diabolical Schemes to Redirect Humanity into Total Submission.

The Loss of ALL Freedom for ALL People for ALL Time
NWO Plans Exposed By Insiders in 1969
The New World of the Barbarians

There is a power, a force, a group of men and women organizing and redirecting ALL of society, globally. This group wields political and financial influence through force and power to determine major events involving countries around the World.

• They say, “The people are too trusting, people don’t ask the right questions.”
• Sometimes, being too trusting was equated with being too dumb. Dr. Day expressed in the NWO Exposed a sense of regret as if he were uneasy with what he was part of, and wished that people would challenge it and not be so trusting.

• Everything will be on computers.
• People will have all expenditures tracked by electronic surveillance.
• They will know if you are spending too much on food for example and if you are harboring additional people.

• An example used was the Chinese experience, when the Chinese government wanted to enforce the “One Child Family” . . . They cut off all education for the second child. Your food rations were cut so you couldn't get the right amount of food, and if the people found ways around that law, the government instituted compulsory abortions and compulsory plugging in of the IUD’s.

The Real and the Stated Goals –

• Another scheme that was devised was changing laws and customs to fit their purpose “Everything has two purposes. One is the ostensible purpose which will make it acceptable to people and the second is the real purpose which would further the goals of establishing the new system (NWO).”
Falsified Scientific Research –
• There was also the statement admitting that some scientific research could be, and indeed has been, falsified in order to bring about desired results. Again, “People don’t ask the right questions. Some people are too trusting.”

Surveillance, Implants, and Televisions that Watch You –
• The first step would be the single ID card and then the next step would be to replace the single ID card with a Skin implant.
• The Skin implant, on the other hand, could not be lost or counterfeited or transferable to another person so you and your accounts would be identified without any possibility of error.
• The Skin implants would have to be put some place that would be convenient to the skin; for example, your right hand or your forehead.
• Implants would lend themselves to surveillance by providing radio signals.
• Implants will be under the skin or in a dental implant, put in like a filling so that either fugitives or other citizens could be identified by a specific frequencies from their personal transmitter and they could be located at any time or any place by any authority who wanted to find them.
• “You’ll be watching television and somebody will be watching you at the same time at a central monitoring station.”
• NWO would know what you are watching, how you react and you will not know you were being watched, at least not at first.
• Computer records can be kept on whatever you purchase so if you are purchasing too much of any particular item and some official wanted to know what you are doing with your money they can go back and review your purchases and determine what you were buying.
• Any purchase of significant size like an automobile, bicycle, a refrigerator, a radio or television would have some sort of identification on it so it could be traced, so that very quickly anything which was either given away or stolen, authorities would be able to establish who purchased it and when. Computers would allow this to happen.
• There would be audio monitors too, just in case the authorities wanted to hear what was going on in rooms other than where the television monitor was. “Any wire that went into your house, for example, your telephone wire, could be used this way”.

VOICE TO SKULL COMMUNICATION
Directed frequencies that target individuals causing “voices in one’s head” are psychologically devastating.
LOOK OUT! PG&E Announces Deployment of Smart Meters That will Invade Your Home With Spy and Radiation

WARNING
PG&E has partnered With U.N. Agenda 21-ICLEI to Reduce the Carbon Footprint and Man-Made Global Warming, which is a Scientific Fraud.

To our valued Sonoma County customers:

As a resident living in Sonoma County, a leader in environmental sustainability, you may be aware that Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s SmartMeter™ program will update the energy grid. In California, this effort is a critical part of state policy to better manage energy, and to create the smart grid we need to incorporate more renewable resources and deliver cleaner energy to our customers.

As part of this effort, we will soon upgrade older style meters to digital SmartMeters™ in Sonoma County communities. If you have any questions before we visit your neighborhood, or if you wish to delay your meter upgrade for any reason, please call one of our SmartMeter™ representatives at 1-866-743-0263.

Benefits of SmartMeter™ technology:

• Receive free “Energy Alerts” — phone, email, or text-message notifications about your energy consumption to help you save energy and money
• Take advantage of time-varying pricing plans like SmartRate™ to save money by shifting your energy use to a time of day when energy prices are lower
• View and track your hourly energy usage online, or directly on the meter through its digital display
• Get faster power restoration in the event of an outage
• Start electric and gas service more quickly when you move

At PG&E, we consider it a privilege to serve you and to bring you this energy innovation. For more information about SmartMeter™ and pricing plans enabled by SmartMeter™ technology, such as SmartRate™, please visit our website at www.pge.com/smartmeter or call us at 1-866-743-0263.

Sincerely,

Greg Kiraly
Vice President, Customer Care

PG&E ¬ Registered Trademark of Pacific Gas and Electric Company. © 2011 Pacific Gas and Electric Company. All rights reserved.
SmartMeter™ is a trademark of Smart Meter, Inc. and is used by permission.
The lack of certification was confirmed by Karl Moeller, a senior engineer with UL earlier today:
Product certifications can be verified by going to www.UL.com then scroll down to the bottom and click on “on-line certifications directory”. You can search for active certifications at the On-line Certifications Directory. In this case I did a keyword search for:- Landis* There were a few matches, but nothing looks like a direct match.- Silver spring* No matches came back.

In summary, I am unable to confirm these devices as being UL certified.

Best Regards,
Karl E. Moeller
Senior Customer Service Engineer II

HVAC, Appliances, and Lighting
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
1285 Walt Whitman Road
Melville, NY 11747

A number of fires that started in the new wireless meters have been reported, and a whistleblower from Wellington Energy- PG&E’s installation contractor- alleged serious breaches in safety procedures by installers, who are temp workers- not trained professionals as required by the Federal Communications Commission. Reports of fires, shorts, and electrocutions are also being reported in other countries where ‘smart’ meters are being installed, such as Australia.
Multiple Safe Analog Meters - with Locking Rings to Prevent Vandalism. RF Analyzer Showing No Pulsed Radiation Output. Without Environmental Insurance Liability Coverage, Property Owners Face the Risk of Litigation and Must Refuse Smart Meters.
A utility "whistle-blower" told us about a "special" Smart Meter - A Mini Cell Phone Tower. This collection device receives data and more radiation from 500-700 surrounding meters and uses the customers' premises to serve as a relay station to transmit other neighbors' data along the mesh network to collection points. These "Medusa Meters" are deployed upon properties without the owner's knowledge or consent. The utilities select a property for this meter based upon easy meter access to the street, no locked gates or dogs and good customer payment history. The Medusa Meters differ in appearance to the standard smart meter. There is a base installed first that the meter plugs into which is approximately 3 inches in depth making the projection off the wall further than the typical smart meter. Utilities reward good customers with a "Medusa Meter" and bathe their homes additional toxic radiation.
DIRTY ELECTRICITY WILL KILL YOU –

Electrical pollution is not something we see, smell, taste or touch, yet it has become the greatest polluting element in the earth’s environment.

Dr. Sam Milham is a scientist, Whistleblower. “This is an industry cover up of the toxic facts, by electric utility companies, the cell phone industry, public utility commissions, state health departments and the FDA.”

The basic frequency on the power lines of electrical power delivered to our homes and other buildings is now increased with an “added” higher frequency polluting electrical voltage and currents, delivering that higher frequency power into the wiring and into the devices in our homes, offices, and schools. Dirty electricity does not need a direct wire connection, it connects through the air, traveling into the human body from the wiring that carries the power. Once in the human body, these high frequencies cause cancer and many other diseases. Smart meters, cell towers, cell antennas, cell phone chargers, computers, copiers are a few common sources of dirty electricity.

Dirty Electricity Will Damage the Entire Human Population.

www.DirtyElectricity.net
WEAPONIZED TECHNOLOGIES USED BY THE MILITARY

• We know these weaponized military technologies were first used heavily by the military for spying and battlefield applications.
• The CIA became very interested in microwaves many decades ago: how could they influence someone’s mental state?
• And how can they harm without wounds and bleeding?
• The level of research and knowledge is profound, but not shared with the public. So, is the roll-out of Smart Meters, like the roll-out of cell phones and cell towers, a covert action by the CIA?
• And for what purpose?
• Infertility, depopulation, mind control. And Big Pharma reaps more profits when people have more problems, anything from difficulties sleeping and depression to diabetes, cancer and heart attacks.
• These people are not dumb, they are not stupid, they are “evil.”

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
United States Army Intelligence and Security Command
Unclassified - Military Documents
Source Date 2/17/1998

Through the Freedom of Information Act from the Department of the Army we have a disturbing military document. This document discusses worldwide nonlethal weaponized technologies and the uses for crowd control and specific human targets with directing laser, radio frequency and microwave frequencies. Please refer to the military document on www.refusesmartmeters.com.

The following are some of the effects stated in this military document. This list represents some of the many bio effects of selective non-lethal weapons:

• Electromagnetic fields influence biological systems and cause adverse affects on human health (cancer, reproduction, etc.)
• Microwave body heating mimics a fever which is the nature of RF incapacitation. Under fever conditions, the target becomes much less aggressive, however, some people become more irritable.
• Increase in brain temperature causes disruption of working memory resulting in disorientation.
• Prolonged high temperatures can cause severe brain damage. Cerebral edema damaged neurons cause the victim to exhibit disorientation, delirium and convulsions.
• Every human is subject to affects of microwave heating, and the predictability is 100 percent. Slow onset of such frequency heating can be unrecognized by the person being irradiated.
• Uncomfortable high body temperatures have been found to be useful in negotiations or crowd control.
• Inability to consolidate memory of the recent (minutes) past.
• Buzzing, ticking, hissing, or knocking sounds can originate "within" or immediately behind the head to distract the targeted individual.
• Voice to skull communication. Not only is it disruptive to the sense of hearing but it is psychologically devastating to suddenly hear "voices in one's head."
• Thermoelastic expansion of the brain.
• Aiming devices can send microwave energy great distances. Signals can target individuals from long distances, even hundreds of meters.
• Some loss of consciousness and intense muscle spasms can occur.
• Frequency variation causes different physical effects—muscle weakness, involuntary muscle contractions, or muscle spasms.
• Pulsed electric fields affect heart beating and breathing.
• Electromagnetic pulse can be used for seizure induction.
• Targeted individuals can be incapacitated very quickly—one hundred percent of the population is susceptible.

• Incapacitating affect of acoustic energy known as “the Hum”.
  Locals despair as the “Hum” makes life a “Living Hell”
  A constant, pulsating, low-frequency noise.

  Persons exposed to these levels of sound experience nausea and vomiting. Eyes move involuntarily. External world is interpreted as moving resulting in complaints of dizziness, and vertigo, blurred vision.
• Offensive advantage is that the perception of sickness can make the target susceptible to persuasion.
• Electromagnetic pulses can be used for targeting groups of people.
• “The Hum” causes ringing in the ears all day and disrupts sleep at night
• The victim is constantly hearing the bizarre humming sound.
• Persistent and invasive low-frequency humming sounds have been reported in many parts of the world including England, Russia, New Mexico, New Zealand and Indiana
This breakthrough is the work of specialists in genetics at "New York's Rockefeller University". Radio waves are ideal for this sort of remote manipulation because they can pass through thick layers of tissue, and they can be easily focused by the TRPV1, a modified version of the temperature-sensitive ion channel to affect only the desired "target". We're talking about the ability to modify the behavior of genes without ever going inside a patient's body. That's a potentially colossal advance.
Microwaving Iraq with 'Pacifying' Rays Pose New Hazards In Iraq –

Cell Phone Towers are Concealed Weaponized Transmitters in America

This is information from an article link –

In Iraq, plastic devices called "poppers" or "domes" are being placed in hidden areas, and once activated, the concealed transmitters emit a widening circle of invisible energy capable of passing through metal, concrete and human skulls up to half a mile away. These poppers, supplied from the US Navy, are saturating the area with ULF, VLF and UHF frequencies. The Iraqi people are unaware of the deadly, silent, and invisible war being waged upon them. Once the poppers are powered up, they target male survivors who are enraged by the brutal American bombardments that damaged virtually every building in their once thriving "City of Mosques", displacing a quarter-million residents while murdering thousands of children, women and elders in their homes –

These frequencies cause the targeted people to lose all incentive for further resistance and revenge.
Functional Impairments from Dirty Electricity
Electromagnetic Field Exposure (EMF)--Radiation (RF)

- Confusion
- Short term memory loss
- Inability to focus
- Brain fog/s sluggish thinking
- Difficulty concentrating
- Headaches
- Migraines
- Vision disruption or eye problems
- Eye pain
- Cataracts
- Head or chest pressure
- Allergies
- Difficulty breathing
- Respiratory problems
- Slow reaction time
- Sleep disruption
- Insomnia
- Night sweats
- Nightmares
- Dizziness
- Disorientation
- Balance Problems
- Agitation
- Anxiety
- Depression
- Suicide
- Tension
- Irritability
- Tremors
- Nervousness
- Seizures
- Vertigo
- Nausea or vomiting
- Flu-like symptoms
- Digestive difficulty
- Nose bleeds
- Hair loss
- Rapid Aging/oxidative damage
- Skin problems including rashes
- Skin irritation/dryness
- White Noise 24/7
- Ringing or buzzing in ears
- Ear pain
- Tinnitus
- Bed wetting
- Urinary problems
- Behavioral problems in children
- Pets get jumpy
- Mood disorders
- Lethargy
- Exhaustion
- Chronic fatigue
- Lost productivity/sick days
- Loss of employment
- Unusual family conflicts
- Disintegrating relationships
- Violent behavior
- Autism
- ADHD
- Weakened immune system
- Physical weakness or pain
- High blood pressure
- Leg cramps
- Stiff neck or back
- Shuts down the cells-cell death
- Changes in genetic makeup
- DNA breakage
- EMF causes mercury dental filling vapor to leak causing organ and brain damage
- Psoriasis
- Autoimmune disease
- Lupus
- Damages mitochondria
- Free radical damage and aging
- Worsening existing poor health
- Demineralization of cells/tissue
- Impotence
- Infertility
- Birth defects
- Life span decreases by +/- 8 years
- Heart Attack
- Pacemaker defibrillation
- Circulation problems
- Joint difficulty
- Muscle pain
- Fibromyalgia
- Dementia
- Personality changes
- Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, ALS Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
- Childhood cancers increase
- Brain tumors
- Rare Deadly Brain Gliomas
- Leukemia
- Cancer
- Diabetes
- Heating beamed on humans that mimics a high fever
- Rhinitis (inflammation nasal membranes)
- Asthma
- Allergies such as hay fever
- Food allergy
- Atopic dermatitis (inflammation of the skin)
- Itching and chapped skin on the trunk
- Rheumatism
  (painful condition of the joints and muscles characterized pain and stiffness)
- Benign uterine fibroid tumors
- Bone loss/osteoporosis
- Dehydration
- Kidney damage

References:
*AAEM-American Academy of Environmental Medicine - Position Paper
"Electromagnetic and Radio Frequency Fields Effect on Human Health", Including Wireless Technologies and Smart Meters
*Department of the Army - Fort Mead "Bioeffects of Selected Nonlethal Weapons"
Radiofrequency directed energy and Microwave (EMF/RF Radiation) on Targets
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SMART METER BILLING INCREASES

Actual SDG&E customer's bills before and after Smart Meter installation September 2010

AVG. 50% INCREASE!

**DRA recommendations for Ensuring Ratepayer Benefits**

- The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) is an independent arm of the CPUC, created by the Legislature to represent the interests of all utility customers throughout the state to obtain the lowest possible rates for service consistent with reliable and safe service levels. DRA has a multi-disciplinary staff with expertise in economics, finance, accounting and engineering.

- The DRA report could NOT provide a definitive answer to the simple question “Does SCE'S SmartConnect Program provide a net benefit to customer?” nor can the DRA, since deployment is not yet complete, and the original cost/benefit analysis extends through 2032. The purported energy and cost savings being claimed for the 'Smart Meter' deployment are unlikely to materialize based on data collected so-far.

- DRA supported the use of AMI to the extent that it can provide net benefits to customers as projected when approval was granted by the CPUC.

- DRA intends for this report to alert the CPUC to the challenges of tracking AMI cost and benefits and recommends regulatory action be taken to ensure AMI systems statewide provide a net benefit to customers.

* Advanced Metering Infrastructure
IEEE - An association dedicated to advancing innovation and technological excellence for the benefit of humanity, is the World's largest technical professional society designed to serve professionals involved in all aspects of the electrical, electronic and computing fields and related areas of science and technology that underlie modern civilization . . .

IEEE's fields of interest expand well beyond electrical/electronics engineering and computing into such areas as micro and nanotechnology, ultrasonics, bioengineering, robotics, electronic materials, and many others . . .

IEEE membership is composed of engineers, scientists, and allied professionals. These include computer scientists, software developers, informational technology professionals, physicists, medical doctors, and many others in addition to their electrical and electronics engineering core. A group of energy’s most progressive thinkers are gathered to address the social, economic and environmental impacts of energy and its infrastructure. The concept that prosperity is linked to energy is advanced, along with associated challenges of the provision of energy for all and the environmental impacts forcing reduction of CO2 emissions. IEEE is comprised of 400,000 members in 160 countries.

Note: Deborah spoke with an IEEE Manager about Consensus which is the use of the Delphi Technique to dissuade unpopular opinions about climate change in the IEEE meetings. He felt the discussion on climate change was “swept under the rug” and was unresolved. There is clearly a threat to professional survival if there is any decent to the science policy of IEEE. The company policy follows United Nations mandated agreement with the false science of man-made global warming. The meetings are not to “gather consensus”, it is to impose pre-determined agendas and condition you to accept those agendas.

http://smartgrid.ieee.org/smart-grid-thought-leaders
IEEE Smart GridIEEE: The Expertise to make Smart Grid a Reality
Thought Leaders Video Series/IEEE Standards Association
Why is this important to know? . . . .
. . . . . . .Because they are making decisions for us.

IEEE

• Global wide-area monitoring and control will occur.
• Billing will be determined by energy controllers based upon specific energy uses which will be known and monitored.
• Rationing and restriction of consumption will be used to control energy usage.
• Remote metering and shut off capabilities will be highly regulated.
• Automation will force end users to change their behavior and lifestyles
• Rationing will be forced upon the public due to intermittent energy supply sources that will change more frequently.
• The Global Grid is an open converged network going beyond the meter into the home interacting with everything.
• If the price of power is too high customers will be forced to make sacrifices and use less.
• The grid will have consistent technology for all intelligent appliances and components worldwide.

• Politicians are afraid to show the bill to the public because it will be VERY EXPENSIVE for the final consumer.

• Smart Grid is one of the biggest changes that we're going to see in our lifetime.
• Security is also a big issue with the Smart Grid.
No “single” problem could be as important to solve as that of the Global Smart Grid “standardization”.

• There will be tiered pricing so that you will have to plan to charge your electric car when it is cheaper at night.
• Outside public displays will show the consumers energy consumption.
• Smart Grid infrastructure is planned to last only 20 years for planned obsolescence.
• One-third of generated energy might be coming from wind, and the rest is solar and nuclear power.
• Buildings and homes will be completely electrical, no oil burner, no gas in-feed (no gas appliances).
• Some IEEE engineers question whether there really is man-made climate crisis, and wondered what was the benefit of paying more for renewable energy for the customer.
• Education of the consumer needs to be part of the strategy to help make sure that this is successful, that's where we've seen probably a push-back in the U.S.
• No one organization is going to cover the grid infrastructure. It will be compartmentalized.
• The problem is that it (The Grid) will cost money and it will be the final consumer who pays for it.
• IEEE assumes the final consumer wishes to pay that money because they wish to have a sustainable energy system, and that's something we have to make clear.
• The future is going to be very different from the past in terms of how we get energy, how we efficiently use energy, and how we distribute energy.
• It is revolutionary and not only evolutionary.
• We have to link together the various states in a way that's never been done before.
• One of the biggest issues we're going to face with the Smart Grid is in fact the education of the public (and the Smart Grid cannot succeed without total compliance).
• Unless we inform the end consumer that the smart grid is in their overall interest, there will be a push back.
• There will be concerns that the utilities are trying to control them too much.
• There will be concerns of who is going to pay for this Smart Grid.
• We are investigating how customers react on various pricing schemes, introducing time of use, introducing peak pricing.
• We have done studies to understand what segments of end users are susceptible to what trigger for behavioral change.
• The educational system will be used to influence kids and help the family move to a more efficient environment.
• We are planning school projects and computer games where the Smart Grid issue can be promoted in a playable way.
• The next phase of applications will be related to demand response. We will interact with the end customer so that he can adjust his consumption according to the available production. Production will change more frequently, because of the introduction of intermittent supply sources (rationing).
• Today we basically have the capability to capture the data from the smart devices, from the smart meters, and then to store the data for several years and to apply intelligence on that data. Data capturing will not only remain, but grow specifically for smart metering.
• Monitoring will be extended and capable of capturing data from devices in the home and even beyond the smart meter, and it will be used for capturing data and analyzing data, and mediating data from devices in the distribution grid.
• We will see the amount of data virtually explode, and this is a great challenge for the smart grid.
• Public acceptance, by and large, is pretty broad and good for paying higher prices on energy, because it's green.
• But what you see clearly is that the huge amount of wind power capacity, that sometimes is there, but sometimes isn't there (if there's no wind), has a very major impact on market price.
• The Smart Grid needs a new set of engineers that will be able to understand both the ICT domain and the power domain and there are very, very few of them today.
• Energy and climate policies have to be implemented together.
• People will need to know how much it costs to roast a chicken in the oven compared to how much it costs to roast a chicken in a pan on top of a fireplace.
• Everyone will pay taxes as a function of how green their building will be.
• Everyone will pay taxes on their cars as a function of how much CO₂ they are emitting.
• The Global Grid is ship to shore. There are a lot of ships in Stockholm that stay in the harbor and use electricity, which has been produced locally on the boat, and they produce a lot of CO₂. Now, the intention is to provide a shore connection for all of them.
The Smart Grid Infrastructure is intended to last only 20 years, until the year 2030, according to industry documents.
BEWARE: WIN a Smart Appliance –
Spying and Radiating Program Launched . . . RFID chips

The One-in-a-Million
Sweepstakes

SCE customers made conservation history and recycled a million old refrigerators and freezers. To commemorate this milestone, we’re having a sweepstakes. Enter for a chance to win a new ENERGY STAR®-qualified refrigerator.†

The smart meter is only the initial device . . chips in all plug in devices are required next. If you cannot afford or just don’t see the need to repurchase all new electric devices with RFID chips in them you will be "punished". Your utility bill will reflect the continued use of inefficient appliances, "old clunkers" and you will be charged more. You will also be exposed to additional radiation as the frequencies emitted from the devices head toward the Smart Meter collection device on your home. You will exceed your carbon allowance and be forced to trade or simply not have enough credit to use your devices. An example could be just not washing your clothes or cooking that meal.

We are being told that these measures are necessary to reduce CO2 emissions which is causing climate change.

Welcome to your sustainable future brought to you by the "Earth Summit" 1992 Treaty.
“Spies will no longer have to plant bugs in your home – the rise of ‘connected’ gadgets controlled by RFID apps will mean that people ‘bug’ their own homes”, says CIA director David Petraeus.

Network connected appliances will be remotely turned off and on at various times during the day by utility companies.
Senate HealthCare bill HR3200 was passed and signed into law. By March 23rd, 2013, we will be required to have an RFID chip underneath our skin and this chip will be linked to our bank accounts as well as have our personal records and tracking capability built into it.
Technocracy will create a new economic system based on energy accounting instead of price accounting.

An energy-based accounting system uses “energy certificates.” or Carbon Currency, instead of the dollar or other phony paper currencies.

Periodic and equal allocations of available energy will be made to citizens…

BUT these credits must be used within the designated time period before they reach the expiration date.

If you don’t use the energy certificates, you lose them.

There will be no wealth accumulation.

With the dramatic rise in CO2 emissions and other pollutants in recent years, a variety of new financial markets have emerged.
The National Security Agency – Utah Data Center – Bluffdale, Utah

This 1 million square foot complex will store in its near bottomless databases all forms of communication, including the complete contents of private emails, cell phone calls, Google searches, and all sorts of personal data trails – parking receipts, travel itineraries, and track all energy resource usage transmitted from the “Global Smart Grid”

CIA Chief David Patreaus says. “We’ll Spy on You Through your Dishwasher.”

It’s confirmed. The CIA & our government “will” use wireless Smart Grid devices and appliances to “spy” on citizens, US… WIRED Magazine March 15, 2012
• William Binney. Former senior NSA crypto-mathematician, held his thumb and forefinger close together:
  “We are that far from a turnkey totalitarian state.”

• “Everybody’s a target, everybody with communication is a target.”
Executive Summary - Key Points - Illustrating the Heavy Hand of Tyranny

• In each of the countries we profile, the smart grid forms a vital part of government strategy to achieve the common goals of energy security and low carbon economic growth.

• Most of the profiled smart grid projects are complex. They attempt to incorporate multiple smart grid elements. The more complex a project, the more inherent risk there is to its successful implementation. A step-by-step approach (piece-mealing the projects) could mitigate this risk. The grid is only in the pilot stage of development and is now being beta tested.

• Government can be an effective mediator between the consumer and the power system. Governments can (a) better persuade (“coerce”) consumers about the benefits of smart grid, (b) better represent and protect their (“government”) interests in smart grid developments, and (c) provide an effective framework of incentives and disincentives (“punishments”), which induce the desired behaviors.

• The government will be used to mount large scale smart grid messaging campaigns because it is also the best advocate for citizens on consumer-oriented issues such as affordability, privacy, cyber-security, health and safety. (The WHO has classified RF/EMF frequencies as a Class B2 carcinogen.)

• In many developed countries, consumers risk taking electricity for granted as a low-cost commodity, which is always available, rather than a commodity subject to market swings in a manner similar to gasoline. (“Manipulated Scarcity” at a high cost to the public)
The world is a dangerous place. Not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who don't do anything about it.” --Albert Einstein
Smart Meter “Deployment” Plan
The Grid - Attack on America "The Map" - The Enemy's Goal - Complete Control of ALL Energy Resources and YOU . . STOP THEM

Figure 2. Expected Smart Meter Deployments by State by 2015
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SMUD Board Meeting – Feb. 29, 2012
Meeting Audio ARCHIVED

Director Posner proposes a strategy not to disclose that negotiation is even possible for customers. “Cut them off if they don’t want the meter and keep them in the dark.”

SMUDs Strategy Against Customers

- “Jack the cost up so high as to create this pressure even though that is just a facade”
- Threaten disconnection of service and threaten to call the Sheriff
- SMUD wants to keep the right to opt out a “secret” from the customers- Local media coverage is neutralized, so that customers will not hear about the right to opt out. (Wants no “backwash if this is publicized”) – wants to avoid social media
- SMUD will only contact customers who already objected to Smart Meters, “We will not tell everybody else.”
- “We want very limited communication and nothing on our (SMUD.org) web site”
- SMUD wants to maintain its reputation and contain the Smart Meter issue to avoid a situation, that they would be required to defend.
Who Is Orchestrating the Plans Behind The Grid?

There is a Power, a Force, a Group of Men and women Organizing and Redirecting ALL of Society, globally. This group, of force and power wield through influence to determine major events involving countries around the World.

• The top corporations in the “super entity” are the Federal Reserve banks—and they created 26 to 29 Trillion dollars in bailouts for their own companies from 2007 to 2010.
• Europe and the U.S., the G5, are controlled by a cabal of families, that you could call royal families and the old banking families.
• The names are well known, the Rothschilds, the Warburgs, Queen Elizabeth and Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands.
• The World Bank, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan and the mega corporations such as IBM, Siemens, GE, Cisco, Panasonic, Kyocera, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, and the Telecom Industry, the Department of Defense, the United Nations, the U.S. Military Industrial Complex, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the Trilateral Commission.
• We have scientific evidence that a monopoly of 1,318 corporations, headed by the Federal Reserve banks, is now earning 80 percent of the worlds wealth.
• This 'core' is in turn run by a “super-entity” of 147 corporations, most of which are financial institutions.
• The Department of Energy has been charged with orchestrating the wholesale modernization of our nation's electrical grid . . . Heading this effort is the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability. In concert with its cutting edge research and energy policy programs, the office's newly formed, multi-agency Smart Grid Task Force is responsible for coordinating standards of development, guiding research and development projects, and reconciling the agendas of a wide range of stakeholders.” It is not clearly stated who “charged” the Department of Energy to this task, but since the Secretary of Energy answers directly to the President, it is assumed that it was a directive from the President.

(We were promised that the cost of energy would necessarily skyrocket by Obama)
When Your Analog Is Really A Smart Meter

SMART METER TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION

- **3rd Generation**
  - **AMI**
    - Full Two Way
    - Integrated service switch
    - Time based rates
    - Remote meter programming
    - Power Quality
    - HAN Interface

- **2nd Generation**
  - **AMR Plus**
    - Daily or On Demand Reads
    - Hourly Interval Data
    - Outage Notification
    - Other Commodity reads

- **1st Generation**
  - **AMR**
    - One Way
    - Automated Monthly Reads
    - One Way Outage Detection – Last Gasp
    - Tamper Detection
    - Load Profiling

**Source:** EEI-AEIC-UTC White Paper - A Discussion of Smart Meters And RF Exposure Issues
INFORM your utility company that any attempt to deploy a Smart Meter on your property or residence will constitute trespass, stalking, wiretapping and assault.

FORBID and DENY consent of any installation and use of any monitoring, eavesdropping, surveillance and radiation emitting devices on your property or place of residence.

COPY THIS FLYER from www.SmartMetersMurder.com and distribute to all your neighbors, family, and friends . . . even out-of-state and out-of-the-country.

WRITE comments on articles and blogs. Use Social Media to get the word out to Refuse Smart Meters.

POST Refuse Smart Meters SIGNS, BANNERS, and Magnetic BUMPER STICKERS in high visibility locations.

PUT Refuse Smart Meter signs on your windshield, when parked.

TELL YOUR NEIGHBORS you don’t want their personal data and toxic radiation emitting from their meter onto your property.

KEEP your Safe Electric Analog Meter - “Never negotiate your rights, safety and health away, giving up those things damages you”.

POST Do Not Install Smart Meter stickers on your gas and electric meters and protect your meters with a cage - www.SmartMetersMurder.com/0009.html.


SAY NO to your utility company, who has partnered with ICLEI (International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives) – U.N. Agenda 21 – International Policies Overriding the U.S. Constitution.
SAY NO to health effects from RF radiation and dirty electricity: DNA breakage, sleep disruption, headaches, heart palpitations, infertility, cancer, disorientation, ear ringing, disruption of working memory, muscle spasms, etc.

(See Symptoms Flyer)

JOIN IN ON PROTESTS - Flyer your neighborhood
ATTEND your local city meetings

TELL ALL - Utilities are deploying Smart Meters because they believe that we must reduce our CO2 emissions (carbon footprint). The utilities support the false science of man-made global warming. These meters forced upon us are based upon a scientific fraud.

SAY NO to the real reason the utilities are deploying Smart Meters - absolute control of all energy resources, electricity, gas, water, food - to require behavioral changes changing forever how we live in our homes

SAY NO to energy rationing, higher costs, and required appliance replacement to appliances with RFID, radiation emitting tracking chips

SAY NO to “uninsurable” liability consequences - Execute a Landlord Tenant Liability Waiver - To limit liability claims

www.SmartsMetersMurder.com in the ‘Hot Topic Area’

LEARN MORE - GO TO www.RefuseSmartMeters.com and www.SmartMetersMurder.com
WATCII IRON MOUNTAIN—Blueprint for Tyranny
WATCH The Technocracy video
READ The Technocracy Papers by Patrick Wood
READ the New World Order Exposed, 1969; An unbelievable plot to control “everyone”
This is being implemented RIGHT NOW upon all of us without our knowledge or consent
READ the Declassified Secret Military Documents – The Grid is Weaponized

SAY NO to the Global Grid—Standardized Operation Schemes controlled by major banks, a few mega corporations by policies that customers have not been told about to bring about a One World Government

The assault upon us is an “invisible” attack using frequencies that we do not see, taste, or touch. These are silent weapons for a quiet war.
It is our obligation to STOP destructive policies.

“Buy a Safe Electric Meter”

"SAFE ELECTRIC METER REPLACEMENT KIT"

http://www.freedomtaker.com/
• INSTALL a wire cage around your safe electric analog meter to prevent theft or vandalism